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Abstract: We propose a decentralized medical trust management system using blockchain-based
federated learning for large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) systems. The proposed system enables
health institutions to share data without revealing the privacy of data owners. Health institutions form
coalitions and the leader of each coalition is elected based on the proposed proof-of-trust collaboration
(PoTC) consensus protocol. The PoTC consensus protocol is based on a weight difference game
where trust scores, trust consistency value, and trust deviation are factors used for evaluating nodes
in the blockchain. The trust of a node is obtained either through direct trust or recommended
trust evaluations. Each leader elects an aggregator who has the most credibility to manage the
proposed federated learning system. The leaders become the federated clients as well as validators
while the aggregator is the federated server. To ensure the decentralization of nodes, a consortium
blockchain is employed. Extensive simulations are performed, which show that the proposed system
not only demonstrates scalability and credibility without compromising the accuracy, convergence,
and resilience properties against malicious attackers but also outperforms existing trust management
systems. A security analysis is also conducted, which shows that the proposed system is robust
against trust-related attacks.

Keywords: blockchain; machine learning; IoT; proof-of-trust collaboration; trust evaluation

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a tremendous improvement in the Internet of medical things
(IoMT) devices, which efficiently meet and satisfy medical requests or services. Moreover,
these IoMT devices may compete for resources, which means that some IoMT devices are
resource constrained and cannot perform well in handling more complex computational
tasks. Therefore, a recent work [1] has proposed solutions that not only resolved the com-
putation problems of IoMT devices but address centralization and trust management issues.
Trust issue occurs when the service providers have to find ways of selecting trustworthy
devices that are connected to the Internet. However, the problem of centralization is not
fully resolved.

Trust management is important to resolve the problems associated with a situation
where IoMT device owners behave honestly at some points and maliciously at other points.
The motive behind their behavior may be for financial gain or to exploit the vulnerability
of the system. Another situation can be that malicious nodes in the system can collide with
others to damage the system’s integrity. Therefore, it is vital to provide service-oriented
management systems that ensure trust between IoMT device owners [1]. Blockchain as a dis-
ruptive technology has been deployed for trust management in recent times [2]. Blockchain
is known to accelerate transmission rates while maintaining reliability. The work in [3]
proposed a trust management system that detects normal and abnormal behaviors in dis-
tributed control networks. Another work [4] proposed an auxiliary trust reputation system
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and attribute-based access control for a decentralized IoT scenario. In another scenario,
identity-based attacks are detected using a Bayesian inference method in the IoMT [5].
A reward/penalty scheme for scalable trust architecture is proposed in [6] to achieve trust
between IoT devices. The architecture solves scalability problem in distributed trust sys-
tems, i.e., communication and storage can be scaled with several IoT devices. However,
maintaining a consistent relationship between IoT devices becomes problematic because of
the dynamism of the system. Therefore, the inconsistent relationship or interaction makes
trust evaluation inaccurate. Furthermore, the amount of information generated collectively
by IoT devices requires more computing resources while maintaining the privacy of the
data owners. Based on the identified limitations of [6] in terms of maintaining consistent
relationships between IoT devices, problems of centralization [3], and data privacy in
decentralized systems, we are motivated to propose a decentralized trust management
system that combines blockchain technology and federated learning without compromising
the trust evaluation, privacy, and security of data owners in the system. For simplicity, we
introduce an overview of blockchain technology, and, afterward, the federated learning
system is discussed. Firstly, blockchain is a disruptive technology that can connect non-
trusted entities. It is a distributed ledger that allows every entity (i.e., node) to have the
same copy of the ledger. This property makes blockchain a shared, immutable ledger that
facilitates the recording of transaction processes and ensures the tracking of assets in a
business network. Note that assets used in blockchain can be tangible or intangible and
the values of assets can be tracked and traded on the blockchain, which then reduces the
risk and cost for all entities involved. Today, blockchain is a solution to the complexities,
vulnerabilities, inefficiencies, and costs of traditional transaction systems. It is believed that
the first blockchain technology was Bitcoin, which was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto
in 2009 [7]. Unlike conventional currency systems, Bitcoin does not have central mone-
tary authority and it enables peer-to-peer communication. Bitcoin is cost-effective, which
means that intermediaries are eliminated; it is efficient, which implies that transactions
are recorded once and it is available to all entities within the distributed network; and it is
secure, which means that transaction is tamper-proof. That is, the transaction cannot be
altered but can be reversed with another transaction. Lastly, the idea of federated learning
started from Google, where machine learning models used datasets that are distributed
across multiple devices without disclosing private information [8]. Federated learning
can be categorized into three types according to its operation and design: (1) horizontal
federated learning allows the training of two datasets that share the same feature space but
different sample spaces, (2) vertical federated learning allows the training of two datasets
with the same sample identity but have different feature spaces, and (3) transfer learning
allows the training of two datasets that do not only differ in sample spaces but also in
feature spaces. To avoid the verbosity of explaining what federated learning is, we refer
interested readers to read the work in [8].

In this study, a decentralized trust management system is proposed to achieve scal-
able trust-based service management for distributed IoMT devices. The objective of this
study is to explore federated learning and blockchain technology while considering health
institutions for data sharing and predictions. Data sharing and prediction become vital for
combating, controlling, and monitoring infectious diseases (COVID-19, malaria, ebola, etc).
Here, it is expected that each health institution trains local data using the global model
update shared by the federated server. It helps to remove prediction inaccuracy, overfitting,
and poor generalization. Because of data insufficiency, machine learning models become in-
efficient, which leads to inaccurate forecasting; thus, federated learning is necessary. In the
process of data sharing, some health institutions may not trust data from other institutions,
especially when the data are not regulated and validated. Therefore, blockchain technology
and trust management systems are important to address the problem. The following are
the contributions of this work.

1. We propose a decentralized trust management system using direct and indirect trust
evaluation methods. Time progression is considered in the evaluation to avoid mis-
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judgment and feedback sparseness. The results of the trust evaluation are further
validated using the process of trust consistency and similarity.

2. A decentralized federated learning system is proposed in the study. In the federated
learning system, the federated server, known as an aggregator, is elected by leaders
of nodes in different coalition groups, while the federated client is the leader of a
coalition group. The federated learning model is the convolutional neural network
where the initial gradient parameter is initiated by the server and is updated via an
iterative process. Every client updates the shared model using the gradient parameter
that trains the model.

3. We propose a new blockchain-based consensus protocol, known as proof-of-trust
collaboration (PoTC). Here, a trust collaboration value, which is obtained from the trust
collaboration reward, is used in the formulation of the consensus protocol. The leader
of the blockchain network is selected using the proposed weight difference game.

4. Security analysis of the proposed system is evaluated using the proposed security
metrics. The results of the analysis show that the proposed trust management system is
robust against trust inconsistency attacks, similarity attacks, double-spending attacks,
on-off attacks, and Sybil attacks.

In theory, the proposed decentralized trust management based on federated learning
and blockchain is employed to address major concerns usually faced when implementing
conventional trust and machine learning models with data stored in a centralized location.
In practice, every health institution engages in local model training without the fear that
the data privacy and shared gradient of the model are compromised. This is because the
proposed system ensures trustworthiness between different institutions while complying
with data privacy regulations. Health institutions can benefit from the proposed system
because it has scalable and distributed trust-based service management. Furthermore, ex-
perimental results have indicated that the proposed model can solve the trust management
problem in decentralized federated learning models.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work, which is concluded with a table summarizing the work; Section 3 provides detailed
descriptions of the proposed system model and formulations and Section 4 presents the
security analysis of the proposed system model while considering trust-related attacks.
Section 5 provides the simulation result and discussion, while Section 6 concludes the paper
with future work.

2. Literature Background

Nowadays, the Internet of things (IoT) is one of the means of integrating different
devices via wireless sensor networks. In the IoT, several resource-constrained sensor nodes
exist and they are prone to security and privacy attacks. For tackling the attacks, the authors
of [9] proposed a trustworthy system that allows feedback from trust evaluation. The pro-
posed system is based on blockchain, where the trustworthiness of the sensor nodes is
evaluated by the edge nodes. Additionally, trust accuracy is analyzed while resiliency and
convergence of the trust computation process were also investigated. However, the system
does not address the concerns of data privacy. Additionally, feedback sparsity and internal
credibility problems cannot be solved by trust computation alone. Therefore, there is a
need for a system that considers the trust feedback sparsity and credibility management
system. In retrospect, cryptographic primitives have been deployed for ensuring the trust
of systems [10]. Moreover, access control mechanisms have also been used for granting
access to resources by only trusted entities in the system. However, these access control
mechanisms and cryptographic primitives are centralized-based and are vulnerable to
a single point of failure attack. Additionally, the interaction among entities in a system
needs to be considered for ensuring trust. Additionally, although each of them has distinct
limitations, cryptographic primitives and trust management are both somewhat effective.
Therefore, the authors of [11] proposed a hybrid system that is based on cryptography and
a trust management scheme to secure the vehicular energy network (VANET). In the pro-
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posed system, asymmetric identity-based digital signature, and symmetric hash message
authentication codes were used. However, the computation overheads for combining these
mechanisms are not minimized for resource-constrained vehicles. Additionally, the trust
evaluation method requires further improvement. The authors of [12] proposed a trust
evaluation method for a multi-agent system. The proposed method combines trust distor-
tion, trust consistency, and trust reliability to evaluate the trust computation of different
agents. A tit-3-for-tat strategy was proposed for ensuring cooperation between the agents.
However, collaborative learning and privacy concerns for the agents were not considered.
In collaborative systems, entities broadcast messages for the improvement of the systems.
However, because of the non-trusted environment, some entities may not trust the mes-
sages they received from other entities. This creates a trust gap among the entities; thereby
exposing the system to trust-related attacks. For example, in the Internet of vehicles (IoV),
vehicles improve traffic safety via an adaptive traffic management system.

Here, vehicles broadcast messages to the management system. The establishment
of trust management is vital means of ensuring security that is steadily limited by scal-
ability challenges in IoV [13]. The authors of [13] presented a protocol that is based on
blockchain technology to secure trusted vehicles and restrict malicious ones. The trust of
vehicles is achieved by assigning unique identities while a certificate is used to preserve
the privacy of vehicles. However, using identity alone as a means of ensuring the trust of
a vehicle is not sufficient. Additionally, Sybil attacks are possible with the identity-based
trust method. Furthermore, the credibility evaluation of each vehicle and internal security
attacks are not considered. It is noted that internal security attacks are mitigated using trust
management [14]. Considering the information-centric networks (ICN), an efficient trust
management scheme is vital to address intelligent internal attacks. Another work in [15]
stated that internal attacks cannot be solved using cryptographic primitives and authenti-
cation mechanisms. A Dirichlet-distribution-based trust management scheme (DDTMS) is
designed by the authors of [15] to prevent internal attacks. A third-party recommendation
trust method is employed to evaluate trust value more precisely. However, the Dirichlet
distribution has a mean value for each variable while sharing a common variance parame-
ter. The authors of [14] designed a fast and efficient trust management scheme, known as
FETMS to prevent on-off attacks. Here, direct trust and indirect methods are applied to
users in the ICN; however, trust credibility is not considered. Additionally, the openness
characteristics of entities in ICN may create problems of privacy and security. The work
in [7] addresses the openness characteristics of entities by proposing an anonymous an-
nouncement protocol for vehicles to transmit messages in a fully non-trusted environment.
Moreover, a trust management model is developed using blockchain to achieve the credi-
bility and reliability of vehicles based on their reputation scores. Conditional privacy is
also obtained as malicious nodes can be traced by the trusted authority. However, the data
privacy of the proposed system needs to be improved. Another work in [16] proposes
an announcement protocol for preserving data privacy and anonymity using an identity-
based group signature. Additionally, a trust management system is employed to ensure
the authenticity of the disseminated messages. However, the credibility of the system is
not considered.

Due to the decentralized structure of the Internet of medical things (IoMT), trust
establishment is still a problem for efficient systems management. The behavior of nodes
determines their trust evaluations which involve interactions with the environment. There-
fore, trust management allows nodes in the IoMT to be evaluated via rating and recom-
mendation based on feedback. Contrarily, most trust management systems [17–21] are
centralized, which makes them vulnerable to a single point of attack or failure. However,
decentralization is aimed to solve the problem encountered in centralization. In [22], the au-
thors proposed a novel decentralized trust management system empowered by blockchain
technology. The proposed system is a prototype that provides transparent trust evaluation
as compared to the centralized trust management systems. However, data privacy is not
considered. Another work in [23] stated that self-enforcing decentralized management
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and privacy concerns without trusted third parties are some of the challenges of trust
management systems. The work proposed a framework for calculating the trustworthiness
of nodes in the self-enforcing network while relying on a trusted third party. Homomorphic
encryption is employed to provide data privacy. However, the credibility of the trusted
third-party node is not considered as the node can be compromised by malicious nodes.
Table 1 shows the comparison of the existing systems with our proposed system in terms
of application scenario, year, major contribution, techniques, and limitations.

Table 1. Summary comparison of previous articles on trust management systems with application
scenario, year, major contributions, techniques, and limitations.

Ref. Application
Scenario Year Major Contributions Techniques Limitations

[9]
IoMT within
COVID-19
pandemic

2021

A trustworthy system that allows
feedback from trust evaluation.
Analysis of both trust accuracy,
resiliency, and convergence of the
trust computation process

Blockchain and trust
management system

The system does not address the
concerns for data privacy. Additionally,
feedback sparsity and internal credibility
problems cannot be solved by trust
computation alone

[11] VANETs 2020

A hybrid system that is based on
cryptography and a trust
management scheme to secure the
vehicular energy network (VANET)

Asymmetric
identity-based digital
signature and
symmetric
hash message
authentication codes

The computation overheads for
combining these mechanisms are not
minimized for resource-constrained
vehicles. Additionally, the trust
evaluation method requires
further improvement

[12] Multi-agent
system 2021

A trust evaluation method for a
multi-agent system. The proposed
method combines trust distortion,
trust consistency, and trust reliability
to evaluate the trust computation of
different agents

A tit-3-for-tat strategy
and blockchain

Collaborative learning and privacy
concerns for the agents were
not considered

[13] IoV 2020

Protocol that is based on blockchain
technology to secure trusted vehicles
and restrict malicious ones.
The trust of vehicles is achieved by
assigning unique identities while a
certificate is used to preserve the
privacy of vehicles

Blockchain and trust
management method

Using identity alone as a means of
ensuring the trust of a vehicle is not
sufficient. Additionally, Sybil attacks are
possible with the identity-based trust
method. Furthermore, the credibility
evaluation of each vehicle and internal
security attacks are not considered

[15] IoT 2019

Designed a fast and efficient trust
management scheme, known as
FETMS to prevent on-off attacks.
Here, direct trust and indirect
methods are applied to users in
the ICN

Dirichlet distribution

Dirichlet Distribution has a mean value
for each variable while sharing a
common variance parameter.
Additionally, the openness
characteristics of entities in ICN may
create problems of privacy and security

[14] IoT 2019
Designed a fast and efficient trust
management scheme, known as
FETMS to prevent on-off attacks

Direct trust and
indirect methods

Trust credibility is not considered.
Additionally, the openness
characteristics of entities in ICN may
create problems of privacy and security

[7] VANETs 2019

An anonymous announcement
protocol for vehicles to transmit
messages in a fully non-trusted
environment. Moreover, a trust
management model is developed
using blockchain to achieve
credibility and reliability of vehicles
based on their reputation scores

Blockchain, conditional
privacy and trust
management

Data privacy of the proposed system
needs to be improved

[16] IoV 2021 Data privacy, trust, and anonymity

Announcement protocol
using identity-based
group signature
and trust
management system

Credibility of nodes in the system is
not considered
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref. Application
Scenario Year Major Contributions Techniques Limitations

[22]
Intelligent
transport
system

2020
The authors proposed a novel
decentralized trust
management system

Blockchain and trust
management Data privacy is not considered

[23] Social Internet
of things 2020

A framework for calculating the
trustworthiness of nodes in the
self-enforcing network while relying
on a trusted third party

Homomorphic
encryption

Credibility of the trusted third-party
node is not considered as the node can
be compromised by malicious nodes

Our IoMT 2022 Decentralized trust
management system

Blockchain, federated
learning, and trust
management method

The scalability of the proposed PoTC
consensus protocol will be evaluated for
a large number of nodes. This will
further enhance communication via
minimization of latency and
transmission cost

Motivated by the limitations of the existing literature [7,9–23], none of the authors
consider application scenario based on IoMT for ensuring trust using blockchain, federated
learning, and trust evaluation method. Additionally, the proposed system is aimed at
addressing decentralized trust management and data privacy issues for health institutions.
No case study of a particular country or system is considered. Moreover, as a future
research direction, economic, organizational, and managerial factors regarding systems
and countries will be considered.

3. Proposed System Model

Since the outburst of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019 [24], health institutions have
taken the responsibility of mitigating and controlling the spread of the COVID-19 virus by
following the recommended standard of the world health organization (WHO). Moreover,
some health institutions have failed to notify the center for disease control (CDC) in their
country about the pandemic because of a lack of efficient communication, insufficient fund-
ing, etc. Thus, there is no sufficient feedback from health institutions to CDCs regarding the
spread of the virus because of a lack of collaboration. To this end, COVID-19 patients are not
given enough guidance on the mitigation, spread, and control of the virus. When there is a
collaboration, different health institutions will provide the necessary skills and information
to accomplish the shared goals that benefit both CDCs and WHO. Note that in the proposed
system, collaboration among health institutions is not hierarchical, which means that health
institutions have equal status, no matter their functionalities. Additionally, it means that
biases are removed from health institutions by providing them with equal status to fully
participate in federated learning and blockchain. However, in reality, there is a hierarchy
between health institutions, and the hierarchy varies by country. Furthermore, in the future,
we aim to consider hierarchical factors such as economic and spatial in the proposed prob-
lem formulation. The economic factor determines both the monetary and maintenance costs
of health institutions for storing and sharing healthcare data; whereas the spatial factor
determines the geographical separation of health institutions when sharing healthcare data.
Moreover, collaboration is cost-effective for health institutions because data can be shared
between them. It implies that during collaboration, resources are pooled and productivity
is increased. However, without collaboration, individual health institutions will incur a
high cost of model training for a large amount of data. Contrarily, in the proposed system,
collaboration ensures that only a few nodes with more computing resources and high
trust values are allowed to participate in the consensus and mining processes as well as
global model training. Furthermore, collaboration cannot be possible if there is a lack of
trust between health institutions, which is one of the motivations of this study. Currently,
the regulatory status of the personal data of health institutions is not within the scope of this
study. Additionally, as progressive research, we aim to take note of structures, and systems
of relationships of health institutions (including private and public) for different countries.
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Furthermore, ethics and data privacy restrictions will be investigated for ensuring more
efficient collaboration between health institutions.

In this study, we consider both direct and indirect trust evaluations (see the proposed
system model in Figure 1). Different coalition groups are considered in our proposed
scenario. Each coalition group denotes the CDC in a country that comprises several health
institutions. Every institution performs direct trust evaluation with one another and elects
a group aggregator based on the rating score. Any institution of a group whose rating
score is the highest will immediately become the group aggregator, known as the leader.
Aggregators of all groups perform direct trust evaluation and select the overall aggregator
with the highest rating. Moreover, other factors such as trust reliability and trust consistency
are considered to ensure the credibility of the aggregator (see Section 3.1). Additionally,
when making decisions, trust factors might lessen the uncertainty and cost effect [12].
Note that every aggregator of a group becomes the validator node in the blockchain that
participates in the consensus processes of creating and validating blocks. The aggregator
is not necessarily a trusted third party but the node in the blockchain network with the
highest rated score.

Selected Group LeadersSelected Group Leaders

Coalition GroupCoalition Group

Aggregator

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 Direct Trust Evaluation

2 Recommended Trust Evaluation

2 2 2

3

3

4

Create A New Group Based On Trust 
Evaluation
Choose Aggregator From 
Selected Group Leaders

4

Figure 1. The proposed trust evaluation method.

Today, blockchain is known as a disruptive technology that is based on a distributed
ledger [25]. Data in the blockchain are stored as transactions and they are validated by
validator nodes. Blockchain has consensus protocols such as proof-of-work (PoW), proof-
of-authority (PoA), and proof-of-stake (PoS), that are required to achieve the global state of
the network. These consensus protocols ensure that both conflicts between nodes and fork
node propagation are minimized. In this study, a new consensus protocol, known as proof-
of-trust collaboration (PoTC), is proposed for block creation and validation (see Section 3.2).
Blockchain provides the following security objectives: confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability. Additionally, the mutability of the blockchain ensures that transactions cannot be
changed once they are written onto the blockchain.

3.1. The Proposed Trust Management System

In this study, a new trust management system is proposed for health institutions to
achieve efficient collaboration. Trust management is the trustworthiness of estimation
where there is high quality and reliable health institutions engagement management. In the
existing literature [26], each trust mechanism has a different trust management phase.
Some trust mechanisms recalculate trust values in light of the positive interactions between
entities in the past, while others do so in light of the negative feedback an entity has
collected from previous interactions. Even trust systems that update trust levels based
on the progression of time exist. In [12], the authors presented direct and indirect trust
evaluation mechanisms. The authors stated that the directed trust is affected by feedback
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sparseness and misjudgment as time progression was not considered. Therefore, this study
considers this limitation and provides a solution that allows a direct trust mechanism to
employ in the collaboration of health institutions. The trust value υt is defined as follows.

υt = τt × βt, (1)

where τt ∈ [0, 1] is the trust rating of evaluatee by evaluator over tth period, which
is arbitrarily chosen, and βt is the trust factor of evaluatee over tth period. Note that
0 ≤ βt ≤ 1. If βt ≥ 0.5, then the evaluatee has high credibility in the past.

βt =
τt

∑T
t=1 τt

, (2)

where T is number of periods and τt is directly proportional to βt. In this study, the health
institutions are underpinned by trust collaboration reward CR, which is similar to the ether
given in Ethereum [27]. This implies that data are shared between health institutions, which
are recorded as transactions in the blockchain; hence, every health institution is paid with
CR. The trust collaboration value Tc is defined as follows.

Tc =
CR√

∑N
i=1 βiFi,j

, (3)

Fi,j =
τi

βi − τj
, (4)

where N is the number of institutions in a coalition group, and indexes i and j denote the
evaluatee and evaluator, respectively. To prevent feedback sparseness and misjudgment, this
study measures the dissimilarity between two feedback Fp and Fq, of health institution (see
Definition 1). Where the subscript p and q denote present and past feedback, respectively.

Definition 1 (Degree of consistency). The degree of consistency is a measure used to quantify
the similarity of two feedback Fp and Fq. To normalize the consistency, we define trust consistency
θ ∈ [0, 1], such that the higher the value of θ is, the greater the consistency of Fp and Fq.

The similarity measure quantifies how closely related or distinct two data samples are
to one another. S(Fp, Fq) ∈ [0, 1] is a scalar and if S(Fp, Fq) = 1, it implies that feedback data
Fp and Fq are related and very similar, and vice versa. The smaller the distance between Fp
and Fq, the larger the similarity. A given similarity S(.) is aimed to be a metric if and only if
it satisfies the following conditions:

1. Non-negativity: S(Fp, Fq) ≥ 0, for any two distinct feedback Fp and Fq of a health
institution.

2. Symmetry: S(Fp, Fq) = S(Fq, Fp), for all Fp and Fq.
3. Triangular inequality: S(Fp, Fq) = S(Fp, Fr) + S(Fq, Fr), for all Fp, Fq, and Fr.
4. S(Fp, Fq) = 0, only if Fp = Fq.

The trust similarity is calculated as follows.

dp,q =
∑N

n=1
Fpn−Fqn

Fqn

N
, (5)

S(Fp, Fq) = 2
(
dp,q
)2 − 4|dp,q|+ 1, (6)

Equation (6) is a modification of the work in [28]. The work in [28] uses a range value
that does not use all of the elements in a data collection and is particularly sensitive to
outliers. Moreover, trust distortion is checked by validators of nodes before any trust
value is calculated (see Section 3.2). The trust distortion implies that the trust value has
been tampered with by a malicious evaluator while the degree of distortion can only be
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probabilistically given. It implies that a random distribution rate is added to the trust
value. Thus, dp,q is best suitable in our proposed scenario. If S(Fp, Fq) = 1 it implies that
a similarity exists between Fp and Fq. Otherwise, if S(Fp, Fq) = 0, there is no similarity
between Fp and Fq. The trust consistency θ is calculated as follows.

θ =
α

α + S(Fp, Fq)
, (7)

where θ ∈ [0, 1], and α is the adjustable parameter that regulates the degree of feedback
consistency. As stated earlier, if S(Fp, Fq) is small, the closer Fp and Fq are. To determine
the feedback accuracy, a reference value that defines the range of S(Fp, Fq), is denoted as ε.
If S(Fp, Fq) < ε, the consistency degree of Fp and Fq can be quantified. If ε is big, it implies
that there is an inconsistency between Fp and Fq, and should be disregarded.

Definition 2 (Strong consistency). Fp and Fq satisfy a strong consistency if feedback values are
the same.

Definition 2 clearly defines the strong consistency of the two feedbacks with the same
values. Moreover, strong consistency feedback may come from the same evaluator, but with
different time progressions. We define weak feedback consistency as follows.

Definition 3 (Weak consistency). Fp and Fq satisfy a weak consistency if there is a certain
deviation in their values.

In Definition 3, the evaluator may perform recommended trust evaluation of the
evaluatee at different times based on cordial interaction. If the interaction is successful,
a feedback will be sent to the blockchain. Other evaluators send their feedback values to the
blockchain-based on established communication and interaction. The aggregator evaluates
the evaluatee using the feedback values. Hence, there may be a certain deviation in the
feedback values of the evaluators. We consider a complete consistency of the feedback such
that there is a relationship between the two feedback. Additionally, if Fp and Fq obeys the
same rule, a conditional consistency is established. Algorithm 1 illustrates the process of
trust evaluation. The time complexity of the proposed system model tells us the amount
of time required by the algorithm to run as a function of the size of the input. It takes
a constant time for message authentication, i.e., O(1), in an average scenario it requires
O(1), and in a worst-case scenario, it takes O(N). In the proposed system, the number of
trust evaluations takes the time complexity of O(N) and the entire operation takes the time
complexity in a worst-case scenario of log(N) + O(N).

Algorithm 1 Evaluation of the trust value.

1: TrustCheck = f alse

2: The requester of data calculates the hash of its request using the hash based message
authentication code (HMAC) as

HCreq = HMACreq(Sigreq, D, {IDreq||Pkreq}), (8)

where Sigreq is the signature of the requester, D is the requested data, IDreq is the
identity of the requester and Pkreq is the public key of the requester.
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Algorithm 1 Cont.

3: Once aggregator receives a request of data from the requester in a coalition group G, it
first authenticates by verifying the request such that the request req is defined as

Req = {IDreq, Sigreq, D, Pkreq, t}, (9)

where t is the time when a request was initiated. The aggregator calculates the hash
code HCagr as

HCagr = HMACagr(Sigreq, D, {IDreq||Pkreq}), (10)

where the subscript agr denotes aggregator. Afterwards, aggregator verifies HCagr.

4: if HCreq == HCagr then

5: The request is authenticated successfully,

6: Aggregator evaluates the trust value of the requester by calculating

υagr = τt × βt. (11)

7: if υagr == υt then

8: The trust value is verified successfully. Afterwards, the aggregator calculates
the similarity and acceptability of the trust value.

9: if S(Fp, Fq) < ε then

10: Consistency degree can be quantified.

11: TrustCheck = true

12: else

13: Trust acceptance is not successful.

14: TrustCheck = f alse

15: end if

16: else

17: Trust value is not successful and there is a possibility of manipulation.

18: TrustCheck = f alse

19: end if

20: After the trust value and acceptance test is successful, the aggregator forwards the
request of data in an encrypted form to the coalition group leader.

21: The leader receives the encrypted request and decrypts it using its private key. Then,
leader sends a broadcast to the nodes within the group.

22: On receiving the broadcast message, the concerned node acknowledges the request
and sends the respond to the leader, which then forwards the encrypted respond
message to the aggregator.

23: Aggregator decrypts the respond message and forwards it to the requester.

24: else

25: The requester is not authenticated; hence, aggregator drops the request of data and
report it via broadcast in the blockchain.

26: end if

3.2. Proof-of-Trust Collaboration Consensus Protocol

In this study, nodes in the blockchain with the highest trust values take part in the
consensus processes of block creation and mining. The PoTC consensus protocol is designed
to sustain trust management between nodes in the blockchain. As compared to the PoW
consensus protocol [29], the proposed PoTC consensus protocol is application intensive,
which means that it is computationally cost-effective. The PoW consensus protocol requires
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all nodes to participate in the cryptography hash puzzle that is easy to validate but difficult
to be solved. This type of consensus protocol is not suitable for resource-constrained
IoMT devices. According to [29], the stake of assets (i.e., PoS) is used instead of high
computing resources of PoW to accomplish mining. Therefore, motivated by PoW and PoS
consensus protocols, the PoTC is conceived. Here, CDCs prove the trust of collaboration by
engaging in healthy interactions with one another. Additionally, there is no need for CDCs
to solve complex mathematical puzzles to validate the proof of their work. Inspired by [29],
the PoTC consensus is formulated as follows.

Find p

subject to:SHA256(SHA256(b, p)) < Tc × target,
(12)

where b denotes the content of the latest block, and target represents mining difficulty. The
smaller the value of target is, the more difficult mining will be [29]. The leader among other
nodes, known as the aggregator, is chosen based on the weight difference game. Three
parameters are considered when playing the game and they are the trust consistency value
θ, trust value υt, and trust deviation dp,q. Note that these parameters are recorded in the
blockchain. The weight difference game is being played by leaders of coalition groups and
the leader whose trust score is the highest among other leaders starts the game followed by
the leader with the next score, and so on.

3.2.1. Strategy of the Game

The game comprises leaders of coalition groups, which reduces the boredom that
has been established if all CDCs were to be evaluated using the above-mentioned trust
evaluation parameters. The only strategy is that the trust values (scores), trust consistency,
and trust deviation are computed accurately.

3.2.2. Winner of the Game

A winner is selected if the trust values, trust consistency, and trust deviation are
compared for each coalition group leader. The leader with the highest trust score, trust
consistency value, and lowest trust deviation value is declared the winner of the game;
thus, it becomes the overall aggregator that propagates new a block. The game terminates
when a winner is announced.

Theorem 1. The proposed PoTC consensus protocol prevents the mining centralization problem.

To prove Theorem 1, we consider the following assumptions.

1. Every CDC uses application-specific integrated circuits similar to users of Bitcoin.
2. The winner node is selected based on its computing resources. This implies that the

winner node with the most computing resources is always selected.

In the proof of Theorem 1, mining centralization is addressed because assumptions (1)
and (2) do not hold. Here, every aggregator in each group is evaluated and rated. It means
not all CDCs of a group are involved in the consensus protocol, thereby minimizing the
response time and latency. The proposed PoTC consensus protocol reduces the number of
competitors via the proposed trust evaluation mechanism, thereby minimizing resource
wastage as seen in the PoW consensus protocol. Note that reducing the number of competi-
tors achieves consistency and prevents the double-spending attack. As time progresses,
the leader of a group is selected based on its trust value. It implies that at a certain period,
a leader is selected as the winner if it has the highest trust value, while at another period
they might not be selected as the winner if it has the lowest trust value. Thus, the proposed
PoTC consensus protocol prevents minimizing the centralization problem.

Theorem 2. The proposed PoTC consensus protocol is robust against similarity attacks.
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In order to prove Theorem 2, we define a similarity attack. When a malicious user tries
to take advantage of the proposed trust management system’s flaw, it results in a similarity
attack. The attack is possible if the malicious user collides with the aggregator to modify
the trust values; thereby producing fake trust consistency values. The proposed PoTC
consensus addresses similarity attacks because trust values are not used alone to evaluate
nodes, other factors such as feedback consistency and trust deviation are considered.
Feedback consistency ensures that modified trust values can be easily detected. Suppose
that the attacker a has a trust consistency value denoted as θa; if θa > θ, the attacker
successfully launches a similarity attack. However, it is difficult for the attacker to achieve
θa > θ because, for every period, Fp and Fq are evaluated by validators and the S(Fp, Fq)
of the attacker cannot satisfy the similarity metric. Thus, the proposed PoTC consensus
protocol is robust against similarity attacks.

The proposed PoTC consensus protocol aims to provide fault tolerance in such as
manner that the failure of a particular node does not affect the accuracy of the trust
management system. All CDCs are placed in a coalition group, every group has a leader,
and the leader with the most trust value becomes the aggregator while other group leaders
serve as backup nodes. The aggregator node becomes the federated server (see Section 3.3
for the discussion of federated learning) that serves the requests of the clients’ nodes
(federated clients). It acts as an arbitrator between the backup nodes and the client nodes.
The leaders of the coalition groups are capable of communicating with nodes within their
coalition. Moreover, the leaders can reach a consensus for the general change in the network
based on majority rule. The idea of the proposed PoTC consensus protocol is similar to
the practical Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm [30] with the exception that trust values
are used to assemble nodes in coalition groups. The federated clients send requests to
the federated server and the leader node broadcast the requests to the backup nodes. All
backup nodes act on the request and send the responses to the federated clients while the
clients wait for ( f − 1) responses from all backup nodes with the same result. Note that f
denotes the number of faulty nodes in the network. The proposed PoTC consensus protocol
consists of the following phases as shown in Figure 2.

Request Prepare Commit Response

CDC

Aggregator

Backup 
(Group 1)

Backup 
(Group 2)

Backup 
(Group K)

...

Figure 2. The working of the proposed PoTC consensus algorithm.

Request Phase

In this phase, the CDC sends a request for data to the aggregator, which then rebroad-
casts the request to the backup nodes. The concern backup node that has the response to
the CDC’s request sends the reply to the aggregator.

Prepare Phase

After receiving the broadcast message from the aggregator, the backup nodes send
the message as a reply to all nodes inclusive of the aggregator. A backup node is prepared
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if it has received the message from the aggregator and has (2 f − 1) number of broadcast
messages from other nodes.

Commit Phase

The commit implies that the nodes are willing to respond to the aggregator and
other nodes via acknowledgments. It means that the nodes send commit messages if they
received ( f + 1) commit messages by responding to the CDCs’ requests. The entire process
of verifying and validating messages follows the distributed system. Moreover, digital
signatures are used to prevent the problem of non-repudiation. Non-repudiation means
that the sender can deny sending a message to the receiver. Nevertheless, the sender and
message are ensured using the sequence number.

3.3. The Proposed Federated Learning System

The federated learning model is used in this study to produce a decentralized trust
management system and data training, as shown in Figure 3. Here, identical data samples
are stored on numerous IoMT servers or devices without any modification. Additionally,
because only the model and gradient parameters used to train the data are given, the privacy
of the owners of each sample is maintained. On the other hand, a centralized system enables
all local data to be processed and uploaded to the central server. Single points of failure
can be a problem for this kind of system. Because diverse health institutions can create
a similar and reliable machine learning model without sharing data, this study takes
federated learning into account. As a result, important issues including data security,
privacy, and access control privilege are dealt with. Decentralized federated learning is
based on the ideas of local data sample training and parameter exchange amongst local
nodes (federated clients) at a predetermined frequency to create a shared global model.
The parameters are the model’s weight and the machine learning algorithm’s biases.

1

Shared Gradient

Federated Server

Client 
#1

Client 
#2

Client 
#3

Client 
#K

...

Client 
#1

Client 
#2

Client 
#3

Client 
#K

...

Client 
#1

Client 
#2

Client 
#3

Client 
#K

...

Blockchain Network Block

2

3

Shared Model

1

2

3 Upload/Download 
Data

Figure 3. The federated learning system. Each client sends model gradient parameter to the server;
afterwards, it receives the shared model from the server. The server uploads and downloads the
shared global gradients and model parameters to blockchain.

This study takes into account the decentralized federated learning strategy, in which
each node works together to obtain updates to the global model. By exchanging model
updates among networked nodes without integrating a central server, this sort of method
reduces the risks of single points of failure. The federated server has the same device
attributes as the clients (see Figure 3). Keep in mind that the client’s status as a federated
server depends on the outcome of its trust evaluation (see Section 3.1). A heterogeneous
federated learning system will be taken into consideration as advanced research to integrate
a large number of heterogeneous clients, such as mobile devices and IoT devices [31].
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An iterative process divided into client-server interactions, known as a learning round,
is the foundation of decentralized federated learning. Each round starts with sending
the current state of the global model to the participating nodes, followed by training the
local model on the client to produce a number of model updates at each client node, then
combining the local updates into a single global update and processing it to create the
global model. The federated clients train the server’s rule locally while the federated server
handles the aggregate. The learning process is outlined as follows:

1. Initialization: A machine learning model is initially chosen using the input, that is,
the parameters are set, to be trained on federated clients. Federated clients are then
turned on and ready for the server to provide them with computing work.

2. Selection of clients: All backup nodes are the selected federated clients that will begin
training the local data. While other nodes, or CDCs, wait for the subsequent learning
round, and the leaders receive the most recent statistics from the model.

3. Configuration: The backup nodes are given instructions by the federated server to
begin training on the local data in a predetermined way. The gradient descent’s
mini-batch update is set up here.

4. Documentation: The aggregated parameters and local model are saved in the blockchain
while the backup nodes send their local models to the federated server for aggregation.
The backup nodes receive model updates from the federated server, which aggregates
the local models it has received. The latest model updates are handled by the server.
The process of client selection is started in the following learning round.

5. Termination: The federated server collects the updates once the termination criterion
is reached and completes the global model.

This study considers the procedure above to be synchronized model updates as exchange
happens once the computations have been executed for all layers of the machine model.

4. Security Analysis

A threat model is designed to demonstrate the possible vulnerabilities of the proposed
system model. Moreover, there is no universal design of threat model [32], which means
that our proposed threat model interprets the possible solutions to the identified threats
and attacks. The threat actors consider in this study are honest, malicious, and honest-but-
curious. An honest actor is someone who legitimately provides accurate trust evaluations of
the evaluatees while considering the trust factors. Contrarily, a malicious actor is someone
who engages in activities that compromise the proposed system, which includes providing
fake or inaccurate trust evaluations. An honest-but-curious actor is someone who at some
point behaves honestly and at another point behaves maliciously or becomes curious to
exploit the vulnerability of the proposed system. This study aims to mitigate the possible
threats and attacks. Moreover, existing studies [10,12,33] discuss the following attacks:
on-off attacks, bad-mouthing attacks, good-mouthing attacks, selective misbehavior attacks,
time-varying attacks, self-promoting attacks, whitewashing attacks, and newcomer attacks.

Definition 4 (Trust malicious node detection). A trust malicious node detection happens when
multiple trust relationships exist with their respective actions. The relationships can be indirect, di-
rect, or recommendation trust. Then, the actions can be successful interactions or failed interactions.
For every trust relationship, the trust actor performs the following actions:

1. Successful interactions: ∆s = υs + 1,
2. Failed interactions: ∆ f = υ f + 1,
3. No interactions : ∆s = ∆ f = 0,

where ∆s and ∆ f are the trust evaluation for successful and failed interactions, respectively, and υs
and υ f are the trust values for successful and failed interactions, respectively.
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Definition 5 (On-off attack). An honest actor may be made incompetent and changed into a
malicious actor through compromise; whereas, an incompetent actor may become competent as a
result of environmental changes [34].

Theorem 3. The proposed system is robust against on-off trust-related attacks.

To prove Theorem 3, we introduce a forgetting factor ω ∈ (0, 1], which is used to
mitigate the on-off attack. The on-off attack can be prevented if ns

ns+n f ≤ ω, where ns is
the number of successful interactions and n f is the number of failed interactions. If ω = 1,
the malicious actor has a high trust value (honest behavior) while the system does not
forget such behavior. This implies that the malicious actor can have honest trust value
even when it behaves maliciously. On the other hand, if ω < 1, the malicious actor
regains its trust after behaving honestly. Note that an adaptive forgetting scheme can be
employed [34]. This study assumes the possible on-off attack by considering the proposed
scenario. Suppose that an actor A behaves honestly in a coalition group G1 and another
coalition group G2, it behaves maliciously. Note that the aggregator of G2 will rate A low
while the aggregator of G1 will rate A high. Suppose that B ∈ G2 wants to recommend A,
the outcome of it will be a low recommendation value or a disagreement to recommend,
because A has been given a low trust score in G2. Therefore, the on-off trust attack is
mitigated using the proposed system.

Definition 6 (Bad-mouthing attack). A bad-mouthing attack happens when an actor provides a
dishonest trust evaluation of the evaluatee [10].

Theorem 4. The proposed system is robust against bad-mouthing trust-related attacks.

To prove Theorem 4, a trust malicious detection metric is formulated as |CN|
|TCN| ≤ σ,

where |CN| is the number of compromised nodes, |TCN| is the total number of compro-
mised nodes and σ is the threat threshold. Note that σ can be regarded as the weighted
factor of trust evaluation, such that σ ≤ 1. As the value of σ approaches 1, the number of
compromised nodes reduces and vice versa. Thus, the proposed system is robust against
bad-mouthing trust-related attacks.

Theorem 5. The proposed system is robust against Sybil attacks.

To prove Theorem 5, we first define what a Sybil attack is. A Sybil attack [35] occurs
when an attacker in the network creates multiple identities for financial gains or degrades
the proposed system. Here, the attacker tries to masquerade using different group identities.
In the proof of Theorem 5, we consider the probability of y successes when sampling
without replacement n nodes from the coalition group of r successes and (N− r) of failures.
This is a hyper-geometry distribution where we determine the number of successes the
attacker will make when launching the Sybil attack. The hyper-geometric function is
formulated as follows.

P[y] =
(r

y)(
N−r
n−y)

(N
n )

, (13)

where (r
y) is a binomial distribution coefficient. We define the threshold Θ for the attacker

to successfully launch the Sybil attack. Additionally, the computational resource is taken
into account when executing the Sybil attack, in which the attacker is thought to possess
greater processing power than the authorized nodes in the network. It indicates that the
attacker is able to mine and build a fake chain to spread fork nodes with fictitious identities
throughout the network. Let rho represent the attacker’s computational capabilities; if
ρ > Θ, the attacker will be successful in launching Sybil, and vice versa. This study
mitigates the Sybil attack using the proposed PoTC consensus protocol. Before a block
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is added to the blockchain, it must be validated by the majority of nodes in the network.
Only the leaders of the coalition groups are responsible for the validation. This means that
no other nodes in the network can participate in the consensus process. Here, even if the
attacker has a computing resource advantage, he is unable to compromise the proposed
system because a trust management system is employed to ensure the credibility of the
nodes in the blockchain. Nodes with good credibility participate in the consensus protocol.
Thus, the proposed system is robust against Sybil attacks.

Theorem 6. The proposed PoTC consensus protocol is robust against double-spending attacks.

A double-spending attack is used to prove Theorem 6. When an attacker propagates
two transactions using the same token, such as ether in Ethereum, before broadcasting them
throughout the network, this is known as a double-spending attack [36]. This indicates that
the attacker will mine two blocks, one of which is real and the other not. As the genuine
one is received by the validators, payment or incentive is given to the attacker, while the
fake block and genuine blocks are mined together. This study formulates a mechanism that
determines the success of the double-spending attack as follows

Ψ =
ρi

∑M
i=1 ρi

≤ Θ, (14)

where Ψ ∈ [0, 1] is the degree of compromise if the double-spending attack is successful
and M is the number of successful double-spending attacks. If Ψ > Θ, the double-spending
attack is successful; otherwise, it is not successful. As a result, the double-spending attack
cannot succeed against the proposed PoTC consensus mechanism.

5. Simulation Results

This study uses a laptop with an Intel i5 quad-core processor running at 1.60 GHz and
8 GB of RAM for implementing the proposed system model. The Ethereum platform, which
is based on Python 3.6.1, is utilized to create the consortium blockchain system in health
institution scenarios. Web3.py is made available for communicating between blockchain
and IoMT applications, while solidity is used to create the smart contract. Ganache is also
used as the blockchain environment that enables the emulation of the Ethereum blockchain
and for executing smart contracts. The performance of the proposed model is evaluated
and validated through extensive simulation experiments. The parameters used in this
study are given in Table 2, while other parameters are taken from [1,37].

Table 2. Parameter descriptions and values.

Parameters Description Values

N Number of nodes 20

τt Trust rating of evaluatee [0, 1]

CR Trust collaboration reward 10

Fp and Fq Current and past trust feedback [0, 1]

α Adjustable parameter of trust consistency [0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9]

ε Reference value for trust similarity [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8]

ns Number of successful interactions 100

n f Number of failed interactions 50

ω Forgetting factor [0, 1]

|CN| Number of compromised nodes 3

|TCN| Total number of compromised nodes 10

σ Threat threshold 0.5
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Evaluation of the Proposed Trust Management System

In this study, we consider 20 nodes for each coalition group. Note that this study is not
limited to the number of nodes in a coalition group, but it can vary for different scenarios.
The evaluators are expected to provide trust ratings of evaluatees within [0,1] over t period.
Moreover, the same trust rating can be given to the same evaluatee by the evaluator if there
is a cordial interaction between them. It implies that the trust rating of the evaluatee given
by an evaluator remains the same over t period. However, the trust rating of the same
evaluatee can be different for other evaluators. Thus, the trust management system can
accommodate variations of the trust rating of evaluators. Note that a better trust rating,
τt > 0.5, is motivated by successful interactions between the evaluatee and evaluator,
either in the past or current time horizon. Nevertheless, the trust value of an evaluatee is
influenced by trust factor βt, which means that even if an evaluatee gets τt > 0.5, its trust
value may be low if βt ≤ 0.5, and vice versa.

In Figure 4, it is observed that the trust factor varies for different probabilities. It
means that the evaluatee with trust factor β = 0.4 has different probabilities. This depicts
the different behaviors of the evaluatee at different t periods.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of the trust factor.

The evaluation of trust-based collaboration is shown in Figure 5. The figure shows
that the trust values and trust collaboration follow a similar pattern, with the initial trust
collaboration incentive CR being 10 and the number of nodes increasing. It indicates that
trust value and trust collaboration are inversely correlated, meaning that trust value rises
with trust collaboration and vice versa. This shows the different behaviors of evaluators
regarding the trust collaboration reward. The trust collaboration reward is aimed to
provide an incentive to the evaluator that provides honest trust evaluation of the evaluatees.
The trust collaboration reward is used in the computation of the PoTC consensus protocol.
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Figure 5. Evaluation of trust collaboration.
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Figure 6 shows the evaluation of trust consistency based on different values of α.
It is observed from the figure that the trust value approaches 1 for the different values
of α. It implies that the trust feedback values of the evaluators are consistent, thereby
leading to strong consistency. The adjustment parameter α denotes the different behaviors
of the evaluators to provide either direct trust evaluation or recommended trust evaluation.
The results in Figure 6 show the accuracy of the proposed trust management system, which
means that the CDCs can share data without the fear of misleading. Every CDC that adopts
the proposed trust management system is obliged to share information that is validated
and authenticated by the majority of nodes whose trust evaluations are authentic.
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Figure 6. Evaluation of trust consistency based on different values of α.

To further demonstrate the performance of the proposed trust management system, we
compare our results with two existing trust management systems, known as IoTHiTrust [1]
and Adaptive trust [37], respectively.

We take into account an IoT environment with 400 different smart devices that are
distributed randomly among 20 users [1]. The body area networks (BANs) are used
to link the users. Data requests from evaluator i to evaluatee j are used to evaluate
the direct trust between them. Epidemiological information that is helpful for disease
prevention, surveillance, and diagnosis is the basis of the data request. Every node sends
an exponentially distributed request for data to the desired device with a predetermined
time interval [37]. Every two hours, the trust values are updated, but there is no direct
trust update because the evaluation and other processes have been finished. To prevent
long queues during service requests, we applied the time decay [1] until the service request
is completed. Every process of evaluation takes at least 200 hours. Based on Figure 7,
honest nodes follow the trust evaluation of our proposed system while malicious nodes
provide inaccurate trust recommendations, which gave birth to badmouthing, on-off,
and Sybil attacks for financial gains or other motives. In Figure 7, the similarity between
our proposed system and existing schemes is also provided. It implies that our proposed
scheme is adequate to deliver reliable and accurate trust assessments.

We further evaluate the performance of the proposed system in terms of execution
time. The execution time of different functions of the proposed system is presented in
Table 3. It is observed from the table that each function has a different execution time,
which implies that the number of times it takes the algorithm to be executed is not the same.

The proposed system is compared to the current system’s execution time in Table 4.
It is clear from the table that the proposed system executes with the least amount of time
when compared to the IoTHiTrust and adaptive systems, respectively. Because of how well
the proposed approach performs, putting it into practice takes very little time. It becomes
effective for IoT devices that have limited computing resources.
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Figure 7. Comparison with existing schemes in terms of trust value.

Table 3. Evaluation of execution time for different functions.

Function Execution Time (s)

Similarity Value 5.51

Trust Consistency 5.66

Degree Trust Similarity 190.18

Trust Reliability 254.26

Trust Deviation 254.83

Table 4. Evaluation of the proposed system and existing systems in terms of execution time.

Function Execution Time (s)

Proposed System 284.83

IoTHiTrust 402.86

Adaptive 403.38

Security Analysis of the Proposed Trust Management System

The evaluation of trust similarity is shown in Figure 8. According to Equation (6),
the similarity metric can be defined if S(Fp, Fq) < ε. As the number of nodes rises, it
is shown in Figure 8 that the values of trust dissimilarity decrease. It means that the
trust similarity would not be calculated for compromised nodes if there are several of
them. Therefore, the proposed trust management system aids in preventing the breach of
similarity in trust. The trust similarity metric aids in determining how similar two trust
feedback ratings are to one another. Any two trust feedback values that are not similar
will be discarded by the proposed trust management system. We consider different values
of ε to determine the behaviors of an attacker in exploiting the vulnerability of the trust
similarity metric. It is also observed in Figure 8 that the values of ε increase, and the trust
dissimilarity decreases. Suppose in this study that two or more nodes are compromised,
the probability of trust dissimilarity is zero. It implies that the compromised nodes do not
alter the trust credibility of the proposed system.

We can determine the dependability and consistency of two trust feedback ratings
using trust consistency. It implies that the values for trust feedback are the same. We
explore a case in which the proposed method has a lack of confidence. Figure 9 shows
that the risk of trust inconsistency lowers as the number of nodes rises. It means that if
more than one node is compromised, the probability of trust inconsistency is zero. For a
few nodes, the probability of trust inconsistency is high, which can be easily detected by
the proposed system. Our proposed system achieves strong consistency (see Definition 2)
because the trust feedback Fp and Fq are the same. If there is any deviation in the trust
feedback values, the probability of trust consistency will be 0.
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Figure 8. Evaluation of trust similarity.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of trust consistency.

We evaluate the efficiency of our proposed trust management system against malicious
nodes’ behavior for performing on-off, badmouthing, and Sybil attacks, by selecting at
random certain nodes as malicious with a 0.3 percent probability of successfully launching
the attacks. A malicious node takes advantage of the trust system’s weakness based on the
aforementioned threats, whereas an honest node performs the proposed trust management
system honestly. In Figure 10, it is observed that as time increases, trust inconsistency
reduces for all schemes. This means that the proposed system can mitigate trust-related
attacks even when the malicious node has time advantages over the honest node.
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Figure 10. Comparison with existing schemes in terms of trust consistency.

Figure 11 shows the evaluation of an on-off attack. We consider the different values
of ω to ascertain the performance of the proposed trust management system. It has been
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found that as time passes, the likelihood of an on-off attack declines, meaning that even if
the attacker has the benefit of time, they will not be able to launch the attack effectively.
It is anticipated that the attacker will have an advantage over the honest nodes in terms
of computation and time before the attack is conducted. It implies that the attacker with
computational and time advantage can successfully mine a block, thereby creating fork
nodes in the network. Additionally, a fake chain can be created by the attacker, thereby
deceiving other honest nodes to join the chain. For example, when ω = 0.5, it means there
is a 50% chance that the on-off attack can be successfully launched. However, from the
results, it is obvious as the attacker takes a longer time, the probability of a successful
on-off attacker is zero. The proposed trust management mechanism is hence resistant to
the on-off attack.
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Figure 11. Evaluation of on-off attack considering ω.

Figure 12 shows the evaluation of the on-off attack in terms of the number of failed
interactions. In this study, we consider ns = 100 and n f = 50 for the evaluation of on-off
attacks. According to Figure 12, the likelihood of a successful on-off attack declines as
attack duration increases for different values of n f . The various values of n f illustrate the
attacker’s behavior. The findings also indicate a decreasing likelihood of a successful on-off
attack as the number of failed exchanges rises.
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Figure 12. Evaluation of on-off attack considering the number of failed interactions.

The evaluation of a double-spending attack is shown in Figure 13. When an attacker
has an advantage over honest nodes in terms of both time and computational resources,
a double-spending attack occurs. We consider the computational cost ρ as gas generated
from Ethereum blockchain. Note that computation cost comprises transactional cost and
executional cost measure in gas (i.e, Ethereum blockchain). Additionally, the gas price
generated by the Ethereum blockchain is different for each opcode. The computational cost
against time is shown in Figure 14. The figure shows that the computational cost changes
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for each time period. This means that the cost of mining a block differs with respect
to time. Moreover, the probability of a successful double-spending attack is calculated
using Equation (14) and its results are depicted in Figure 13. The findings unequivocally
demonstrate that there is no chance of a successful double-spending attack as the number
of time slots increases. This demonstrates that the probability remains 0 for all possible
values of θ. If the probability approaches 1, it means that the attacker successfully launched
a double-spending attack. Otherwise, if the probability approaches zero, the attacker could
not launch the double-spending attack. The proposed approach is hence resistant to the
double-spending attack.

Table 5 shows the comparison between the double-spending attack and the on-off
attack. It is observed from the table that the double-spending attack has more execution time
than the on-off attack. This is due to the process of determining the degree of compromise
according to Equation (14). Moreover, the execution time of the double-spending attack
comprises the block mining time of propagating two transactions and broadcasting them
over the network.
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Figure 13. Evaluation of double-spending attack considering Θ.
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Figure 14. Evaluation of computational cost against double-spending attacks.

Table 5. Evaluation of the different attacks in terms of execution time.

Function Execution Time (s)

On-off attack 407.39

Double-spending attack 416.49

6. Conclusions

In this study, we analyze the importance of a trust management system for large-scale
IoMT systems. Additionally, the privacy of data owners is preserved using the proposed
blockchain and federated learning systems. Health institutions are grouped into several
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coalition groups for scalability and management. Leaders of coalition groups are elected
using the proposed PoTC consensus protocol and the aggregator is chosen from leaders
based on the weight difference game while considering the following factors: trust scores,
trust consistency, and trust deviation. Direct and recommended trust evaluations are
considered in this study. Extensive simulations are performed to evaluate the efficacy
of the proposed system. The results show that the proposed system not only achieves
scalability, and credibility without compromising the accuracy, convergence, and resilience
against trust-related attacks but outperforms existing systems: IoT-HTrust and Adaptive
trust. Security analysis shows that the proposed system is robust against on-off attacks,
badmouthing attacks, Sybil attacks, and double-spending attacks.

In the future, we hope to test the robustness of the proposed PoTC consensus protocol
to improve the network throughput. Additionally, we aim to collaborate with health
institutions for the implementation of the proposed prototype system. This will enable us
to evaluate its real-world application more accurately. Moreover, the proposed system is
aimed to be applied in heterogeneous scenarios where different clients will be integrated.
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